Product Overview

How to support your
workforce
From digital shift-matching,
e-rostering, staff recruitment,
bulletins, surveys, data visualisation
and interoperability, we’ve got you
covered

Partner healthcare organisations working with
Locum’s Nest

A comprehensive workforce solution: from shiftmatching and e-rostering to advanced analytics and
staff engagement
Our workforce suite of products ensures a completely streamlined process
from predicting staffing needs in advance, improving staff engagement, to
free on-demand payment for clinicians.

Match is our flagship product,

Community enables effective

directly connecting healthcare
professionals to vacant work

communication between
management and the clinical
workforce

PassportPlus creates a central
passport for all healthcare
professionals and streamlines
compliance requirements

Link seamlessly integrates all core

Intelligence gives HR and

Rota creates flexible and

Finance teams a whole new level
of knowledge and visibility with
real-time data, forecasting and
benchmarking tools

collaborative e-rosters with staff
wellbeing in mind

systems such as rostering and
payroll into one function
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Build your own automation rules
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Stay compliant by allocat
Save time and money by creating optimised
the roster with real-time r
Post your vacant shifts in seconds
Access a powerful reporting
rotas in minutes using ‘auto-roster’
keeping them in check
dashboard that displays your
organisation’s data in real-time
Eliminate paper timesheets
Facilitate fairness by easily
Connect with critical syst
accommodating doctors’ preferences
data from HES to sup
Download NHSi-compliantuse
reports
Simplify payroll and ensure goldin advance
intelligent, optimised ros
standard governance
Integrate all your data sources into
one seamless analysis
Build your own automation rules
around approved rates of pay
Forecast future workforce needs with
built-in system analytics & insights
Live integration with the GMC and
other professsional registration bodies
Access real-time data on temporary
staffing spend and fill-rates

Rota.

Create flexible and collaborative e-rosters with your
staff’s wellbeing in mind

Communicate with your workforce on one
platform using surveys, bulletins & more

Embed clinical guidelines onto a highly
engaging mobile platform

Target messages to different teams,
departments, sites

Form a tightly knit social network within
your organisation

Link.
Link your platforms to create
a world-class end-to-end process
Seamlessly integrate all your core
workforce software into one function
Engage with neighbouring organisations and form a collaborative bank
Offer your workforce free and ethical
on-demand pay facilities

PassportPlus.
Stay one step ahead with your
workforce compliance
Digitally manage your recruitment
processes through the NHS-compliant
‘digital passport’
Securely store employment documents
and set expiry alerts
Access a traffic-light safety checklist
on your candidate’s credentials

Become a ‘bank-first’ organisation
Manage which agencies receive your
unfilled shifts

Boost your staff bank recruitment
capabilities with additional compliance
support from our partners at ACI

Request more information or book a free demo

hello@locumsnest.co.uk

@LocumsNest

www.locumsnest.co.uk

Locum’s Nest

Selected Locum’s Nest partners:

As seen in:

Explore how Locum’s Nest is being used in
healthcare organisations:
Case studies
How-to guides
Reports
Webinars
Demos
Scan to start exploring!

“The concept of Locum’s Nest
came from our determination and
conviction to solve the staffing puzzle for
professionals and organisations alike
whilst working on the front line
as Junior Doctors.”
— Co-Founders, Dr Nicholas Andreou and
Dr Ahmed Shahrabani

Request more information or book a free demo

hello@locumsnest.co.uk

@LocumsNest

www.locumsnest.co.uk

Locum’s Nest

07867382169
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